About Us

ZingBox is an industry leader in IoT device security and visibility. We offer a fast-paced work environment where very team member has a big impact. The internet of things is growing exponentially, and so are we. We’re looking for another UI intern to join our quickly expanding team to help take our security dashboard to the next level.

Our Product

- written in TypeScript on top of AngularJS, with a plan to migrate to a new UI technology soon
- built with LESS, HTML5, webpack, and gulp
- backed by RESTful APIs based on NodeJS and MongoDB
- tested using Protractor for AngularJS
- developed with agile methodology

Experience with these technologies is a big plus.

Your Role

As a UI intern at a rapidly growing startup, you will work with modern Javascript libraries to expand and improve our IoT security dashboard. UI technologies are changing all the time, and so we have no expectation that candidates have any specific AngularJS experience; we welcome those with experiences with other UI technologies.

Requirements

- Experience developing Javascript SPAs using Angular, React, Ember, Polymer, or similar
- A solid understanding of Javascript design patterns
- Knowledge of HTML5 and at least one style language like CSS3, LESS, SASS, or similar
- Experience writing end-to-end and unit tests for Javascript code
- The ability to prioritize feature requests, and understand the big picture underlying the priorities

Benefits

- A flexible, non-political work environment
- Flexible work hours, choose when you start your day

Send applications to junwang@zingbox.com